September 26, 1995

Ms. Tessie Naranjo, Chair
NAGPRA Review Committee
P.O. Box 1807
Española, NM 87532

Re: Society for American Comments on Draft Recommendations by the NAGPRA Review Committee Regarding the Disposition of Culturally Unidentifiable Remains

Dear Ms. Naranjo:

The attached document titled “Comments on Draft Recommendations by the NAGPRA Review Committee Regarding the Disposition of Culturally Unidentifiable Remains” is respectfully submitted by the Society for American Archaeology to the NAGPRA Review Committee in response to the Department Consulting Archaeologist’s solicitation for comment. The Society for American Archaeology has made a concerted effort to solicit commentary from our membership on the draft document, and we believe our summary comments accurately reflect the sentiments of our constituency.

The SAA appreciates the amount of careful work that went into the construction of the draft recommendations. While we still feel that these recommendations are premature, and that at the least they should be deferred until 1) we have adequate information from our collective experience with the repatriation of affiliated remains, 2) affected institutions have met statutory deadlines, and 3) that we have regulations adopted and in place, the SAA Task Force on Repatriation looks forward to working cooperatively and productively with the NAGPRA Review Committee on this issue. We hope you find the attached commentary useful in your discussions and revisions of the draft document.

Once again, we thank you for the opportunity to comment, and we will be happy to provide additional commentary or documentation.

Sincerely,

William A. Lovis, Ph.D.
Chair, Repatriation Task Force
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